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ABSTRACT 

A second approximation, involving terms up to the fourth order in wave steepness, is 
developed for the mass-transport velocity in the laminar boundary layer above a smooth 
bed under the action of progressive waves in water of constant depth. Discrepancies between 
the previous theory and experiment are shown to be due to neglect of these higher-order 
terms and not to the influence of turbulence, as has been supposed. 

Introduction. The mass transport associated with the propagation of waves 
in water has been a subject of interest for many years. However, it was not 
until 1953 that Longuet-Higgins derived a theoretical solution that appeared 
to explain the experimental data available at that time. More recently, how-
ever, it has become clear that significant departures from this theory may occur. 
Much of the discussion has centered round conditions close to the free surface 
(Chang 1969, Huang 1970), but discrepancies may also occur close to the bed. 
In particular, the systematic investigations reported by Brebner and Collins 
( 1961) and by Brebner et al. ( 1966) show that the maximum forward velocity 
in the boundary layer at the bed may be markedly different from that predicted 
by theory under more severe conditions of flow. Noda (1968) has observed 
similar results with standing waves. It is the purpose of the present paper to 
show that this disagreement between theory and experiment arises from neglect 
of higher-order terms in the theoretical expression for the mass transport near 
the bed and not to the influence of turbulence, as has previously been sup-
posed. 

Equations of Motion. Only the motion in the viscous boundary layer close 
to the bed will be considered. The waves are steady, two-dimensional, and pro-
gressing in water of constant depth, the water is homogeneous and incompres-
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sible, and the bed is smooth. The motion outside of the boundary layer is 
assumed to be known. 

In terms of the stream function, VJ, the two-dimensional equation of vorticity 
may be written 

(1) 

where F = (fP/ol ) + (02/ox'), y is measured vertically upward from the bed, 
and x is measured horizontally in the direction of wave propagation. 

It is assumed that the stream function may be expanded as a power series 
in some small parameter, e: 

Substituting in (I) and collecting powers of e, we obtain successively 

(2) 

o(FVJ2) + OVJ, o(FVJ,) _ OVJ, o(FVJ,) = vF(F ) 
0 f OJ OX OX OJ 'f/Jz ' (3) 

o (FVJ3) + OVJ, o (FVJ,) + OVJ, o (FVJ2) _ OVJz o (FVJ,) _ OVJ, o (F1P2) - i 
ot oy ox oy ox ox oy ox oy 

= vF(FVJ3), 

(4) 

d(FVJ4) + OVJ3 0 (FVJ,) + O'f/)2 0 (F1P2) + OVJ, 0 (FVJ3) _ O'f/)3 0 (FVJ,) -i 
ot oy ox oy ox oy ox ox oy 

_ OVJ2 o(FVJ2) _ OVJ,o(FVJ3) =vF(F ) 
ox oy ox oy 1P4 , 

(5) 

etc. 
Suppose that the coordinates of a fluid particle with respect to its position at 

time, to, are (~, rJ). Then, by T aylor's theorem, the components of velocity of 
that particle at time, t, are 

o 
ot = u(~,'Y),t) = u(o,o,t) + 

OU OU 
+~dx(o,o,t) + rJdy + 

e 02 u 02 u rJ' 02 u 
+- - + ~'Y) --+ - - + 

2 0 X 2 0 XO J 2 0 J2 (6) 
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+ g383u + e'Y/ + g'Y/2~ + 'Y/383u·+ )' 
6 a x3 2 ' a x2 a y ' 2 8,;r2 a y2 6 a y3 ' ' 

+ . . . 

(6) 

a'Y/ 
at = v(g, 'Y/,t) = v(o,o,t) + 

av av 
+ g ax ( o, o, t) + 'Y/ a Y + 

e a2 v a2 v 'Y/2 a2 'v 
+-- +grJ-- +-- + 

2 ax2 axay 2 8y2 

(7) 

g3 83 V e 'YJ 83 V g rJ2 83 V 'Y/3 83 V 
+ -- +--- +--- +-- + 

6 8x3 2 ax>ay 2 axay2 6, 8y3 

+ . .. 

If g, 'Y/, u, and v are now expanded as power series in s, 

g = sg,+s2g2+s3g3+s4g4+ ..... , 

'Y/ = S'YJ, + s2 'Y/2 + s3 'Y/3 + s4 'Y/4 + ..... , 

u = s u, + s2 u2 + s3 u3 + s4 u4 + . . ... , 

v= sv,+s2v 2+s3v3+s4'L'.4+ ..... , 

and if these expressions are substituted in (6) and (7), we obtain for successive 
powers of s 

ag, . 
at= u,, (8) 

a g2 Bu, au, 
8f = U2 + g, a-; +'YJ, ai' (9) 

ag3 au, au2 g/82u, au, · OU2 
~=u3+g2-a +g, -a +- -a 2 +'Y/2 -a +rJ, -a + vt X X 2 X J J 

'Y// a2 u, a2 u, 
+--a 2 +g,'YJ,~ a' 

2 J vx J 

(1 o) 
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~.,a,.. a•.. ( a•.. a•.. ~.• a1u. ) I (11) 
+ 6 ay3 + T/r T/i ay1 + el TJ, axay + T/i axay + 2 axay1 + 

a1 Ur e/ TJ1 a3 Ur 

+e,T/1 axay + - 2- ax'ay' 

a T/r (12) - =v,, 
at 

a T/1 av, av, 
Tt=v,+e, ax +rJ, ay' (13) 

a T/3 av, av, e,1 a1 v, av, 

l 8 = v1+e.8 +e, 8 +-a1 +rJ, 8 + t X X 2 X J 
(14) 

av, rJ,1 a1 v, a1 v, 
+ rJ, ai + 2 ay' + e, T/, axay' 

aT/4 av3 av, av, e,1a1 v ~,3a3v, 
at - V 4 +e, ax +ei ax +eJ ax+ 2 ax•+ 6 ax3 + 

a•v, av3 av. av, 
+ e,e. ax• + T/, ai + T/1 ai + 'Y/3 ai + 

rJ, 1 a• vi rJ,1 a3 v, ai v, 
+2 al +T ay1 +rJ,rJi ay• + (15) 

+ -- + --+--- + e ( a1 Vi a1 v, rJ11 a3 Vi ) 
I TJ,axay T/iaxay 2 axay1 

a•v, e,•rJ, a3v, 
+e,TJ,aa +--a2li", 

X J 2 X J 
etc. 

Eulerian Solution. The horizontal component of velocity just outside the 
boundary layer may be expressed in the form 

u•ook 
u = u0 +uoocos(at-kx)+A. -- cos2(at-kx)+ 

2 (1 

u3ook1 + B. -- cos 3(at-kx) + ...... , 
4a• 

where (see, e.g., U.S. Beach Erosion Board 1963) 
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Ha [ .(scosh6kh-4cosh4kh-cosh1 kh+i) 
Uco = . I - (Hk) --------:--c--c---,---,----___..!. + 

2smh kh 32sinh6k/J 

Uo is chosen to match the flow in the boundary layer; B, etc. are not required 
in the present calculation; k is given by the dispersion relationship 

= (~ tanh kn)''1 [1 + (kH)l (9 + 8 cosh4 ~h - 8 cosh1 kh) + 0 [(ucok)4]] 
k k 64 smh4 kh a ' 

and h is the still-water depth. 
In the usual way, we assume a first-order solution for the stream function 

in the boundary layer of the form 

e:rp, = Rip, (y) exp i (at- kx). 

Substituting successively in (2), (3), (4), and (5) and solving, we see that 

tp1 contains terms independent of time and in exp 2i(at-kx), 

tp3 contains only terms in exp i(at-kx) and exp 3i(at-kx), 

tp4 contains terms independent of time and in exp 2 i (at - kx) and exp 4 i 
(at-kx). 

Longuet-Higgins obtained a soluti on as far as 'l/12> so that, in order to derive 
a second approximation to the mass transport velocity, we must consider terms 
up to .s4• However, bearing in mind the form of eqs. (8) to ( I 5 ), it is clear that 
in tp3 only the term in exp i(at-kx) and in tp4 only the term independent of 
time will contribute to the mass transport velocity to this order of approxima-
tion. Retaining only the terms relevant to the calculation of the mass transport 
and making the usual boundary-layer approximation that k « (a/v)1 l 1 , we find 

Elp, = R{~co[?sinhky+(1 ;i)(exp(-ixy) -1)) expi(at-kx)}+ l 
+ 0 [up:v], 

(17) 
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' {( Uoo k) Uoo ( [/J . · .A /J · h k ( 1 - i ) e2VJ2=R :~ /3 ·kexp(-·1Xy)smhky+2ksm 2 :r+ 2[ 2] 112 

(exp(-: 1X[2]'l 2y)- 1) (1 + .A)] exp 2i (at_-kx)+ (1 - 2i) exp (- IXJ) -

-exp (- 2 /Jy)/4 +? exp (-1XJ) sinh ky + 3 /Jy/2 - 3/4 )} + o [ u~::"'], 

e3VJ3 = R {(u200:r ~rq ( (1 +A) [( [2]'/2- ~)-i ( [2]1/2 + ~) + 

•+fsinh. ky] exp(-1X[2]'/2y)+ [-(1 +2i) /Jy+ (1 -58i) _ 7 (1 -i) 
k · 2 30 4 

1+ (1,~1h (1 +i)(1 +.A)]exp(-1Xy)-(1 +A)[5(2) 1 l2+2-i 

(5 [2]1/2- 2)] exp (- IX ([2]'/2- i)y) - [? sinh ky + (3; i)] 

l-i l-i 
exp (-2/Jy) + -exp (-21XJ) +-exp (-(2/J+1X)J) + 

12 20 

+ [(3 + i) t sinh 2 ky + ( 1 + 4 i) + 5 .A ( 1 + i) - ( 2) 112 ( 1 - i) ( 1 + .A)] 
2 k 4 4 

(. ) [55-51i 13-29i.A (2)112 (8 ')( .A)]) exp t IX J + 60 . + l 2 - 12 - 5 t l + 

expi(at-kx)} +o [u1::v], 

e4 VJ4 = R {(u2~)3 ~00 
( [1.04 + o.547i + .A(r.255 -4.205 i)] 

exp (-1XJ) + [ -2.65 + 1.75.AJ exp (- 2/Jy)-[0.312 + 0.645 i -

- .A(o.125 -0.125 i)] exp (-21Xy) + [o.384-o.354i] exp 

(-(2/J + 1X)y)-o.016 exp (-4/Jy)-(1 +.A)[o.440 + 3.276i-

- .A(o.354-1.061 i)] exp (-1X[2]'l 2y)-(1 +A) [0.499 -o.98oi) 

exp (-ix([2] 1!2'-i)y)-o.177(1 +A)' exp (- 2[2]' !2{Jy) + (1 +A) 

[o. 121 - o.~21 i] exp (- 1X([2]'!2- 2 i)y) + [ - 0.208 + 2.263.A + 

+ 1.5.A2]/Jy + [4.629 + o.198.A-0.177 .A2] )} + o [ up4;v], 

where fJ = (a/2v)1 l1 ; IX= (1 +i)/J. 

[3o,3 

(20) 
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2 · 0 

/ F' l yl 

l ·O 

0 ..__ _ _._ __ -'------'--- -""----'----'------''---_, 
- 1·0 -0·5 0 0 ·5 l ·O 

Figure I. Variation in the functions F,(y), F2 (y), and F3(y) in the boundary layer. 

The Mass-transport l7elocity. We take as the definiti on of mass-transport 
velocity the ensemble average 

T 

U= J ;,(Hto+T) -Hto))dto, (21) 

0 

T 

v = J;,. (?J(t0 + T)- ?)(t0 )) dt0 , (22) 

0 

where T = 2n/a and t 0 is some arbitrary time. Then, substitution from eqs. 
(17), (18), (19), (20) into eqs. (8) to (15) gives 

where 
'U = o, 

u• k 
Ur = (5 - 8 exp (- fly ) cos fly+ 3 exp ( - 2fly)) 

4 a 
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100(~) 
20---~~,------r------.--------, 

10 

0 

-10 

u 00 K 
~=0·I 
u K 

";; - 0 ·3 
u 00K 
~=0·5 
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Kt, 

[3o,3 

Figure 2 . Percentage difference between the values given for the maximum forward mass-transport 
velocity by the first and second approximations. 

is the first approximation to the mass-transport velocity in the boundary layer, ob-
tained by Longuet-Higgins; the functions F,(y), F2(y), FJ(y) are shown in Fig. I. 

Fig. 2 shows the percentage difference between the maximum values of ii 
and ii, at various values of (uook/a) and kh. For kh of less than about 1.1 the 
effect of the second approximation is to increase the mass-transport velocity 
whereas at higher values of kh the opposite is the case for the moderate values 
of (u00 k/a) shown in Fig. 2. 

The variation in ii at the outer edge of the boundary layer is given by 

Thus the effect of the higher-order terms on the value of the mass-transport 
velocity at the outer edge of the boundary layer is qualitatively similar to that 
shown in Fig. 2 . At low values of kh the velocity is increased whereas at high 
values of kh it is decreased. 

Comparison with Experiment. Extensive series of measurements of the max-
imum value of the mass-transport velocity in the boundary layer over smooth 
bottoms have been reported by Brebner and Collins ( I 961) and by Brebner 
et al. ( I 966 ). The value of uoo, which they sued when comparing their measure-
ments with Longuet-Higgins' theory, was the first-order expression 
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2·0r------.------r-----~ 

1·5 

l·O 

.. . 

0 ·5 

0-5 1·0 1·5 

Figure 3. Ratio of the first and second approximations for the maximum mass-transport velocity 
plotted against the ratio of fir st approximation to measured value. 

Ha 
Uoo =----

I 2 sinh k0 h' 

where k0 is the wave number calculated from the first-order dispersion rela-
tionship. If we denote the first approximation for the maximum mass-transport 
velocity calculated in this way by u,, the experimental value by iimeas, and the 
second approximation calculated from (23) by ii2, then Fig. 3 shows u,/iimeas 

plotted against ii, /ii2 . All of the measurements reported by Brebner et al. have 
been included, excepting those for which the difference between the first and 
second approximations exceeded 50%. Clearly, comparison between experi-
ment and theory, to the present order of approximation, becomes quite meaning-
less beyond this point. 
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Although the scatter is considerable, the experimental points seem to follow 
the same trend as the present theory. Bearing in mind the experimental diffi-
culties associated with work of this sort and recognizing the fact that the 
phenomenon that we are studying is only of fourth order in wave steepness, 
the overall agreement between theory and experiment is remarkably good. 
Note that the effect of including the higher-order terms in (16) is considerably 
greater over most of the range covered by these experiments than that of the 
higher-order terms in ( 23). Consequently, if the value of Uoo given by ( I 6) had 
been used in Longuet-Higgins' expression, the difference between the first ap-
proximation and the experimental results would have been much less marked. 

Brebner and Collins suggested that the deviation of their experimental results 
from those predicted by L onguet-Higgins' relationship was associated with 
transition to turbulence in the boundary layer. Although it now appears that 
this discrepancy between theory and experiment is not caused by turbulence, 
it may be that the reverse is true. The increasing importance of higher-order 
terms is associated with greater flow of energy from the fundamental flow into 
the higher harmonics, and this process may create conditions favorable to the 
growth of arbitrary small disturbances and consequently to the onset of tur-
bulence . 

.Acknowledgment. I would like to express my gratitude to Aurthur Brebner 
for his generosity in making available the original data referred to in this paper. 
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